In this paper, the optimal channel exploration is proposed for cognitive radio networks. In the networks, primary users (PUs) utilize the channels with fixed slot structure. Cognitive users (CUs) should sense the channels within each slot. We study the relationship of the channel states between the nearby slots and range channels by the decreasing idle probabilities of all channels. Then we use stop rule to address the channel exploration problem, which makes CUs to access the optimal idle channel. The simulation results show our proposed scheme can obtain higher throughput.
Introduction
Cognitive radio is the new technology to improve the channel utilization. In this cognitive system, primary users (PUs) use the channel with one or several whole slots. Therefore, cognitive users (CUs) should sense channels to find the idle ones.
Because of the hard limit, the CUs can only sense one channel at a time. There have been channel exploring works in [1, 2] , which assume the channel state distributions are fixed. However, the channel states (idle or busy) are related International Symposium on Computers & Informatics (ISCI 2015) between nearby slots in fact [3, 4] . Considering the channel state relationship and the order in which CUs sense the channels and the channel exploring problem is researched in [5] , where the energy consumption is ignored in the sensing process.
In [6, 7] , energy consumption is considered but channel state relationship is neglected.
In this paper, the optimal channel exploration is proposed for cognitive radio networks. We study the relationship of the channel states between the nearby slots and range channels by the decreasing idle probabilities of channels. Then we use stop rule to address the channel exploration problem, which makes CUs to access the optimal idle channel to maximize the throughput. The simulation results show our proposed scheme can obtain higher throughput.
Channel States
In the cognitive network, channel states changes following the slot structure. From a long time observation, we can derive the channel state relationship between nearby slots for each slot. There are four state transition probabilities (idle to idle, idle to busy, busy to idle, busy to busy) for any channel across two adjoining slot.
Let 0 denote an idle state, and 1 denote a busy state. For channel i, the state transition matrix P i is 00 01 10 11
For each channel, there are initial probabilities about its channel states (busy or idle). Let u i,0 denote the probability that the channel i is busy (used by PUs), and u i,1 denote the probability that the channel i is idle. According to the initial probabilities and the state transition matrix, we can compute the channel state probability of channel i in the current slot as follows.
where n denotes the step number from the initial state to the current state, Q i denotes the channel state probability vector of channel i, Q i,0 denotes the idle probability of channel i and Q i,0 denotes the idle probability of channel i in the current slot.
For each slot, we can compute the channel state probability vectors of the whole channels. Then we range all channels with the decreasing idle probability order.
When CUs begin to sense the channels, they should follow the decreasing idle probability order. Therefore, CUs could find an idle channel to access as soon as possible.
In addition, the state transition matrix P i for each channel i is not fixed. According to each sensing, the state transition matrix can be renewed with the sensing outcomes.
Channel Exploring
When a slot begins, the idle probabilities of the whole channels can be computed.
Then we range all channels with the decreasing idle order. CUs sense the channels following the decreasing idle order. As a CU, it wants to find an idle channel to maximize the throughput. In this paper, we use stop rule to realize this purpose.
For each channel, there is the signal-noise-ratio (SNR) which can be assumed following independent identically distribution. Let T denote the duration of each slot, δ denote the sensing time for each channel, PO 1 denote the consumed power for one channel sensing and PO 2 denote the consumed power for the data transmission. When a CU senses n channels, if there are not less than one idle channel, it will find an idle channel to maximize its throughput. The throughput is
where SNR max denotes the maximum of SNRs among the idle channels. 
Simulation Results and Discussions
In this section, the parameters are set as follows: the duration of a slot is 0.1s (T=0.1s), the power of data transmission is 1w (PO 2 =1w) and the sensing time of each channel is 0.005s ( δ =0.005s). Fig. 1 the throughput of our scheme and sensing all channels with PO 1 =0.3w Fig. 2 the throughput of our scheme and sensing all channels with PO 1 =0.8w
We compare the throughput of our scheme using one-step looking stop with that of the scheme of sensing all channels. Here, it is assumed all channels are idle.
In Fig. 1 , the consumed power of one channel sensing is 0.3w (PO 1 =0.3w), and in Fig. 2 , the consumed power of one channel sensing is 0.8w (PO 1 =0.8w). From Fig.   1 and Fig. 2 , we can see our scheme can obtain higher throughput than the scheme of sensing all channels in the current slot. The reason is that our scheme makes CUs sensing less channels and the sensing time is saved for data transmission.
Compared Fig. 1 with Fig. 2 , the throughput is decreased when the sensing power increases.
Conclusion
This paper proposes the optimal channel exploration for cognitive radio networks.
We study the relationship of the channel states between the nearby slots and range channels by the decreasing idle probabilities. Then we use one-step looking stop rule to address the channel exploration problem, which makes CUs to access the optimal idle channel. The simulation results show our proposed scheme can obtain higher throughput.
